
FACEBOOK + TOURISM





TRENDS ON FACEBOOK



During the average planning 
period, travelers spent 

5x
more time on Facebook than 
on travel-related apps, sites 
and searches

Source: “Passive Digital Travel Research Journey” by GfK (Facebook-commissioned 
observation of digital browsing, search and app behavior of 97 people in US ages 18 –64 
during the three-month period before they booked a trip), Nov 2015 –May 2016. A trip 
was defined as leisure travel involving a flight, hotel or cruise.



Sources: *Instagram data, US, Feb 2018.  **Instagram data (Instagram.com), Apr 2017.  ***Instagram data 
based on audiences eligible to see ads on Instagram based on a variety of factors. Data based on US users 
that are ages 18–65+, male/female, travel related hashtags, based on 28 days prior to Mar 9, 2017. 

67%
of travelers surveyed choose 
Instagram over magazines 
when looking for inspiration



Where should we go next?

Source: “Passive Digital Travel Research Journey” by GfK (Facebook-commissioned passive 
observation of digital browsing, search and app behavior of 97 people in the US ages 18 –64 during 
the 3 -month period before they booked a trip), Nov 2015 –May 2016. A trip was defined as leisure 
travel involving a flight, hotel or cruise.

85%
turned to their mobile 
device when planning 
their last trip



PEOPLE THUMB 
THROUGH ONE 
STATUE OF LIBERTY 
EVERY DAY ON FEED

Source: Facebook internal data



VIDEO IS EXPLODING ON MOBILE

of all mobile data traffic 
will be video by 2020

75%



MOBILE FEED IS DIFFERENT

FREQUENT FAST SOUND-OFF



Yeah, yeah. I’ve heard this 
before…so what is new? 



to drive results for Tourism

VISITATION

COLLABORATION
PERSONALIZATION

3 CORE STRATEGIES 



PERSONALIZATION



PERSONALIZATION

Think mobile first. Use stories and all mobile 
placements to connect with your customers 
where they spend time

Use Messenger > email to move from discovery 
to consideration 

VISITATION

COLLABORATION



VISITATION



PERSONALIZATION

VISITATION

COLLABORATION

Consider using our visitation lift metrics when 
conducting brand studies to see if people 
actually visited your destination after being 
exposed to media 

Connect your data sources from co-op partners 
and suppliers to Facebook to determine if 
conversions are as a result of media exposure 



3rd party data sources

Facebook Data

Better visitation 
information

Hotel 
+ airline 
bookings

OTA 
partnership 

data 

Airport 
data 

Custom offline 
conversion 
reporting 



COLLABORATION

Beautiful ladies!

Have fun on your trip!



COLLABORATION

PERSONALIZATION

VISITATION

Test collaborative ads to directly measure 
downstream conversions coming from your brand

Collaborate with Facebooks’ creative shop team to 
ensure we’re getting ahead of shoots, planning and 
execution. Mobile first always! 



KEY TAKEAWAYS

1 2 3

Let’s collaborate with partners so you get 
real-time information on people booking their 
trip to your destination- and encourage them 

to stay longer + spend more money

Power up on partnerships

Consider all sources of data 
ways to connect the dots

Go deeper on measurement

Consider using messenger to curate the guest 
experience and deliver more than just marketing

Get personal

<<< Think mobile first + Mobile Always >>> 



This journey is 1% 
finished 

1%
...completed



THANK YOU


